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$\tau\iota=u(x, t)(x\in[0,2\pi])$ $u_{t},u_{x}$ $u$ $t,x$
$2\pi$ $c\iota(x, t)=u(x+2\pi, t)$
$\emptyset h(x, t)=\sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty}b_{k}(t)e^{ikx}$
$b_{k}(t)=-ia_{k}(t)/2$ [9, 10],
$a$$k(t)=(k^{2}-l$ $k^{4})a_{k}(t)+k \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty}a_{m}(t)a_{k-m}(t)$ ,
$a_{0}=0,1\leq(k, m)\leq N$ , $N$
$N=16$
KS $\nu$ $\nu=\nu_{AMC}\sim 0.02990$
AMC AMC
Fig. 1 AMC $(\nu=l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{AMC})$ $(a_{1}=0,\dot{a}_{1}>0)$
Fig. 1 $\nu>U_{AMC}$





$\angle(E^{s}, E^{u})=\cos^{-1}$ $( \max (|u^{s}, u^{u}|))\cross\frac{180}{\pi}$ .
$u^{\theta}\in E^{n},u^{1\ell}\in E^{\iota}|u^{s}|--|u^{l}|=1$,
32
$\theta.02\Re 6$ $\theta$ . 29880, 2990. 29920.$0aeu$
$v$


















3 :(1 ) $mUPO$ : $u>\nu_{4MC}$
2
UPO, (2) $aUPO$ :
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$aUPO,mUPO$ $gUPO$ $\nu$ Fig, 3
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FIG. 4: 3 ( $T$) (mini mfd angle).
$aUPO$ $gUPO$ ( 2 ) : $v=002986(AMC$ $)$ . (
2 ) : $\nu=0.029S7(AMC$ $)$ . ( ) : $\nu=0.02991$ (AMC ).
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